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This article sets out to summarise the research that
has investigated the use of dynamic geometry
software (DGS) in the teaching and learning of
mathematics. This review is not intended to be
exhaustive, rather the re s e a rch is categorised
under three main headings: interacting with the
software, designing teaching activities and learning to
prove. Overall, the research has found that DGS
cannot provide a self-contained environment and
that the software itself does not necessarily mean
that students will learn geometry theory. Research
also suggests that it can take quite a long time for
the benefits of using DGS to emerge but that this
investment is worthwhile in developing students’
knowledge of geometry. The sorts of tasks that
students tackle, the form of teacher input and the
general classroom atmosphere are all important
factors. To date, most research has focused on the
‘classical’ constructions (midpoint, perpendicular,
parallel etc.) available in the DGS environment
and has mostly focused on post-primary students.
Little re s e a rch has looked at transform a t i o n s
(reflection, rotation, translation, etc.)  Research is
only just beginning to examine the use of DGS
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Research on the use of dynamic software

Dynamic geometry software provides a range of
tools for constructing geometric objects from a
range of `primitive’ objects (such as points,
segments, lines, circles etc.). The tools available in
the software include ‘classical’ constru c t i o n s
(midpoint, perpendicular, parallel, etc.) as well as
t r a n s f o rmations (reflect, rotate, translate, etc.)
Once drawn, measurements can be taken from
objects (length, angle, area etc.).  The ‘dynamic’
aspect comes from the ability to drag defining
objects, such as points, around the screen with the
mouse (or tracker-ball on a laptop, or even the
finger when using an interactive whiteboard).
While such dragging deforms the resulting shape,
some aspects remain the same. Hence the software
allows a focus on the important geometrical idea of

Dynamic geometry software

software in the teaching and learning of loci and
the use of the macro facility available in the
software. 
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Research

Interacting with the software

invariance. In addition, DGS usually includes the
means for drawing loci, performing animations
and working with coordinates thus permitting a
wide range of geometrical activity.

Over the last two decades, DGS has become one of
the most widely used pieces of software in schools
and colleges all over the world (there are versions
of the software in French, German, Japanese,
Spanish and Swedish). In terms of re s e a rc h ,
Sträßer (see page 44 for details) thinks that DGS
may be one of the best, if not the best, researched
type of software within mathematics education
research. In respect of geometry in secondary
schools, Hollebrands and colleagues consider DGS
research to be the sort of software research that
offers most insight into its use in the classroom. 

A number of studies have looked in depth at how
students interact with the software. For example,
Arzarello and colleagues have examined what
they call ascending and descending processes shown
by students using the drag mode. Ascending
processes, revealed when students freely explore a
situation, occur when students are looking for
regularities, invariants, etc. These are moves from
drawings to theory. Descending processes are
moves from theory to drawings, and involve
students validating or refuting conjecture s ,
checking geometric pro p e rties, etc. These
movements in the use of dragging reveal cognitive
shifts from the perceptual level to the theoretical
one and back again in students’ mathematical
activity. In the early stages of use, students in
general do not use the dragging facility very much.
It could be that, at first, students see dragging as
something which distracts and interferes, since
they are not used to seeing geometrical objects
moving on paper. Once they start experimenting
they begin to understand the power of the drag
mode. Knowing what is invariant when a drawing
is dragged is not always obvious.

Research on the use of DGS has highlighted how
diagrams play an ambiguous role in geometry. Not
only do diagrams involve theoretical objects, but

they also offer graphical – spatial properties which
mean that learners may visualise things in a way
that may not fit with geometrical theory. Thus
teaching activities have to be carefully designed,
otherwise, as Hölzl found, students may avoid
mathematical analysis by looking for the practical
implementation of a solution and not towards its
theoretical aspects and implications, or they may
circumvent the application of sophisticated tools in
the software by preferring simpler ones. They may
also use the tools available in a non-reflective way
and/or try to deviate from the set task. 

Healy and Hoyles tackle some of these problems
with carefully designed sequences of tasks. By
doing so they found that students could begin to
connect between informal explorations and
logical, deductive argument. Hadas and colleagues
demonstrate how appropriate activities can be
designed to create situations of contradiction for
students, followed by surprise or by uncertainty
and that this can lead students to seek for
mathematical explanations. Laborde’s experience
of designing teaching scenarios based on DGS and
integrating them in the regular course of
classroom teaching shows that it takes a long time
to reach the point where tasks genuinely take
advantage of the computer environment. Finding
how to manage classroom time well was also
something that had to be worked on.

Designing teaching activities

Learning to prove
This area of research focuses on the vital question
of whether the opportunities off e red by DGS
environments to ‘see’ mathematical properties so
easily might reduce or even replace any need for
proof or, on the contrary, whether such a facility
might open up new ways of meaningful
approaches to promoting students’ understanding
of the need for and the roles of proof. A range of
re s e a rch has examined this issue and
demonstrated that judicious use of DGS can foster
an understanding of proof. For example, research
by Mariotti looks at how the students’ view of
geometry moves from an ‘intuitive’ one, in which
g e o m e t ry is seen as a collection of evident
properties, to a ‘theoretical’ one, in which it is seen
as a system of related statements that are validated
by proof. According to Mariotti, this transition is
greatly facilitated by the use of dynamic software
that affords visualisation (a ‘by eye’ strategy, as she
calls it), exploration and the use of pro b l e m
solving strategies. The latter starts with revisiting
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Future research

A variety of re s e a rch shows that interacting with
DGS can help students to explore, conjecture ,
c o n s t ruct and explain geometrical relationships. It
can even provide them with the basis from which to
build deductive proofs. Overall, this re s e a rch has
found that discussions and group work in the
c l a s s room are important components. The re s e a rc h
suggests that DGS cannot provide a self-contained
e n v i ronment, but that other activities are needed
for students to make pro g ress in mathematics.
Indeed, classroom experiments have shown that
the software itself does not grant the transition fro m
empirical to generic objects, from the perceptive to
t h e o retical level. The teacher plays a very import a n t
role in guiding students to theoretical thinking. 

The key messages are

1. Dynamic geometry software used inappropriately 
makes no significant difference (and might make 
things worse);

2. Dynamic geometry software integrated intelligently 
with curriculum and pedagogy produces measurable
learning gains (although it is difficult to tease 
out whether the gains are the direct result of 
using the technology or of the rethought 
curriculum and pedagogy, see the work of 
Gawlick);

3. What matters is howdynamic geometry software is 
used;

4. Using dynamic geometry software for conceptual 
exploration leads to conceptual gain;

5. Dynamic geometry software facilitates some types of 
learning activities, for example, exploration and 
visualisation, and can enhance some others, such as 
proof and proving.
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and manipulating drawn objects and leads to
c o n j e c t u res, discussion and finally to a
mathematical proof. Research by Jones focuses on
the evolution of students’ ability to make use of
precise language to arrive at an understanding of
the relationships between the various properties of
quadrilaterals. In this research, use of DGS clearly
helped students to formulate reasonably precise
statements about properties and relationships and
to carry out correct deductions – both important
steps in constructing proofs. 

Overall, re s e a rch in this area indicates that
successful access to geometrical theory does not
happen without carefully designed tasks,
professional teacher input, and opportunities for
students to conjecture, to make mistakes, to
reflect, to interpret relationships among objects,
and to offer tentative mathematical explanations. 

Concluding comments

As yet, little re s e a rch has looked at
transformations (reflection, rotation, translation,
etc.)  In addition, research is only just beginning to
examine the use of DGS software in the teaching
and learning of loci and the use of the macro
facility available in the software. Furthermore, the
research reviewed in this article needs careful
replication and amplification. In part i c u l a r,
research could usefully focus on the nature of the
tasks that students can tackle, the form of teacher
input (and its impact) and the role of the
classroom environment and culture (expectations,
working methods, etc). That something works is
one thing – further examples of how it can be
made to work in a variety of classrooms are
crucial.

As DGS evolves it will embrace more tools already
associated with other forms of mathematical
software.  For example, a new feature in version 4
of Sketchpad is the inclusion of graph-plotting
tools. This provides new opportunities and raises
new research questions. 
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